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aBsTraCT

Within the marl prairie grasslands of the Florida Everglades, USA, the combined effects of 
fire and flooding usually lead to very significant changes in tree island structure and com-
position.  Depending on fire severity and post-fire hydroperiod, these effects vary spatially 
and temporally throughout the landscape, creating a patchy post-fire mosaic of tree islands 
with different successional states.  Through the use of the Normalized Difference Vegeta-
tion Index (NDVI) and three predictor variables (marsh water table elevation at the time of 
fire, post-fire hydroperiod, and tree island size), along with logistic regression analysis, we 
examined the probability of tree island burning and recovering following the Mustang Cor-
ner Fire (May to June 2008) in Everglades National Park.  Our data show that hydrologic 
conditions during and after fire, which are under varying degrees of management control, 
can lead to tree island contraction or loss.  More specifically, the elevation of the marsh 
water table at the time of the fire appears to be the most important parameter determining 
the severity of fire in marl prairie tree islands.  Furthermore, in the post-fire recovery phase, 
both tree island size and hydroperiod during the first year after the fire played important 
roles in determining the probability of tree island recovery, contraction, or loss.
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inTrodUCTion

Under frequent fire return intervals, the in-
tegrity (i.e., structure, composition, and eco-
logical function) of most fire-dependent terres-
trial plant assemblages remains relatively in-

tact.  However, in the absence of fire, fire-de-
pendent ecosystems like pine forest may suc-
ceed into hardwood forest or other climax type 
communities (Robertson 1953, Brown 1975, 
Duever 1984, Graham and Jain 2005).  Like-
wise, salt marshes may shift towards button-
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wood thickets (Schmidt et al. 2010); short-hy-
droperiod graminoid wetlands may transform 
into cypress swamps or mesic forests (Alexan-
der and Crook 1984, Duever 1984); and semi-
arid grasslands may shift toward mixed tree-
grass systems or savannas (White and Loftin 
2000).

In the above examples, plant assemblages 
are shown shifting from one alternative stable 
state to another via a unidirectional linear vec-
tor in response to long-term fluxes in the peri-
odicity of a discrete singular driver, fire, in this 
case.  Nature, however, is not that simplistic.  
Regime shifts, (i.e., large, abrupt, and deleteri-
ous long-term changes to the structure, com-
position, and function of a system or commu-
nity, which may be permanent [Biggs et al. 
2009]), sometimes occur quite quickly and fol-
low non-linear pathways in response to the 
synergistic interactions of physical (e.g., 
weather, climate, fire, hydroperiod, etc.) and 
biological (e.g., inter- and intraspecific compe-
tition, disease, pest infestation, etc.) drivers 
co-occurring in time and space.

As physical drivers or perturbation events 
within the landscape, fire and hydrology often 
interact to shape the composition, structure, 
function, and spatial patterning of terrestrial 
and wetland plant communities (Olmsted and 
Loope 1984, White 1994, Lockwood et al. 
2003).  Fire, in particular, can be an important 
force in maintaining landscape heterogeneity 
by affecting nutrient cycling and productivity 
(Carter and Foster 2004), and both physical 
and chemical soil properties (Verma and Jaya-
kumar 2012), and by suppressing the natural 
succession of plant assemblages towards an al-
ternative stable state (White 1994, White and 
Loftin 2000).  In turn, spatial and temporal 
variability in hydrology (i.e., flooding or 
droughts) can modify the intensity of fire and 
its overall effect on the landscape, as well as 
the capacity of vegetation to recover from it 
(Kozlowski 1997).

The synergistic interactions of fire and hy-
drology are known to have catastrophic long-

term consequences on wetlands and uplands 
alike (Craighead 1984, Olmsted and Loope 
1984), and can lead to regime shift.  Flooding 
conditions immediately following a fire can 
transform productive wetlands into sparsely 
vegetated low-biomass pools or ponds with 
little or no resemblance to the pre-existing 
community (Olmsted and Loope 1984, Sah et 
al. 2012).  Likewise, fires during drought con-
ditions can burn into tropical hardwood ham-
mocks or tree islands from adjacent pyrogenic 
communities (e.g., pine forest or graminoid 
prairies), and produce catastrophic results 
(Craighead 1984, Armentano et al. 2002).

In the Everglades, forested tree patches or 
tree islands are an integral component of the 
landscape and are generally considered climax 
communities.  Tree islands, which are promi-
nent features in both the short- and long-hy-
droperiod wetlands of the Everglades, provide 
a network of refuges for forest-dwelling plants 
and animals and perform important biodiver-
sity and nutrient cycling functions (Gaines et 
al. 2002, Meshaka et al. 2002, Jayachandran et 
al. 2004, Hanan and Ross 2009, D’Odorico et 
al. 2011) and are highly susceptible to the ef-
fects of fire and prolonged flooding.

Tree islands in the short-hydroperiod marl 
prairies of the Everglades number in the thou-
sands (Loope and Urban 1980) and range in 
size from a few square meters, consisting of 
three to five individual trees, to several hect-
ares, with hundreds of stems.  Species diversi-
ty, a function of tree island size and succes-
sional processes, is generally high and consists 
of a mixed-species assemblage of both tropical 
and temperate plant species, encompassing a 
broad range of hydrologic requirements, fire 
tolerances, and growth forms (Loope and Ur-
ban 1980, Snyder et al. 1990, Hanan et al.
2010).  Regardless of size, the location of most 
marl prairie tree islands is predicated on the 
presence of a limestone bedrock outcrop that 
rises well above the marsh surface (Loope and 
Urban 1980).  Among small (≤100 m2) tree is-
lands, Hanan and Ross (2009) found the dif-
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ference in elevation between the marsh and the 
top of the bedrock outcrop to be approximately 
20 cm (Hanan and Ross 2009).  On larger tree 
islands, the bedrock outcrop sometimes ex-
tends 60 cm to 122 cm above the prairie sur-
face (Craighead 1984, Ruiz et al. 2011). 

Sparsely vegetated bedrock outcrops are 
also commonplace within the marl prairie 
landscape (Hofstetter and Hilsenbeck 1980).  
These skeleton islands (Figure 1) have the 
same general species composition and under-
lying geologic structure as fully formed and 
densely vegetated tree islands.  However, skel-
eton islands have little or no soil in which the 
native flora may germinate and root, or from 
which they may gather water and nutrients.  As 
a result, vegetation cover is generally below 
10%, with most species rooted in cracks and 
fissures in the limestone bedrock.  The natural 
history of these landscape features is currently 
unknown.  It is possible that they are proto-tree 
islands or early nucleation sites from which 
new tree islands are emerging.  Alternatively, 
however, they may be relic tree islands (Hof-
stetter and Hilsenbeck 1980, Gunderson and 
Snyder 1994) in a degradative state resulting 
from fires or other exogenous drivers.

The deleterious effects of flooding on Ev-
erglades tree islands are well documented (Pat-
terson and Finck 1999, Avineon 2002, Sklar et 
al. 2004, Hofmockel et al. 2008).  However, 
the long-term effects of fire on tree island gen-
esis, persistence, degradation, and loss within 
the marl prairies of the Everglades have yet to 
be properly studied.  Likewise, much remains 
unknown regarding the interactive role that fire 
and hydrology (i.e., drought or flooding) have 
on tree island spatial patterns and metacom-
munity processes within this landscape.

Under extreme drought and elevated fuel 
loads, fires can burn vigorously into tree is-
lands, consuming soils, litter, and understory 
vegetation, as well as top-killing most, if not 
all, of the trees present, and damaging or de-
stroying their root systems (Wade et al. 1980, 
Doren and Rochefort 1984, Rein et al. 2008).  
When such fires occur, they typically lead to 
significant soil loss and the exposure of the un-
derlying limestone bedrock (Hofstetter and 
Hilsenbeck 1980, Taylor 1981, Doren and Ro-
chefort 1984).  Dramatic shifts in community 
structure and composition as well as tree island 
contraction or loss can occur if soil loss is 
enough to alter the hydrologic regime and 
flooding frequency of these tree islands be-
cause of an overall decrease in soil surface el-
evation (Zaffke 1983). 

Anecdotal evidence suggests that tree is-
lands within the marl prairie grasslands of the 
Everglades usually recover from a fire within 
several years (Loope and Urban 1980).  How-
ever, very little is known about the succession-
al sequence of tree islands following an intense 
fire and how post-fire flooding affects tree is-
land resilience, (i.e., the ability of a system or 
community to absorb perturbations and reor-
ganize while maintaining the same functions, 
structure, identity, and feedbacks [Folke et al.
2004]), or the time scale associated with its 
structural and compositional recovery.

Within this context, we coupled remote 
sensing and GIS techniques along with multi-
ple logistic regression analysis to test two hy-

Figure 1.  Example of sparsely vegetated rock out-
crop (skeleton island) common throughout the 
short-hydroperiod marl prairie grasslands of the 
Everglades, Florida, USA.
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potheses regarding the interactive effects of 
fire and hydrology on post-fire tree island 
burned status and recovery.  We hypothesized 
that: (H1) the likelihood of a tree island burn-
ing is dependent on 1) the marsh water table 
elevation during the fire, and 2) the size of the 
tree island; and (H2) the likelihood of a burned 
tree island recovering to its pre-fire, forested 
state is dependent on 1) the post-fire hydrolog-
ic conditions of the marsh, and 2) the size of 
the tree island.

meThods

Study Area

This study was conducted within the pe-
rimeter of the Mustang Corner Fire in Ever-
glades National Park, Florida, USA (Figure 2).  

The Mustang Corner Fire, which burned for 
almost a month in the spring of 2008, impacted 
16250 ha of environmentally sensitive marl 
prairie habitat between the northeastern edge 
of Shark River Slough and the eastern bound-
ary of Everglades National Park (Figure 2).  
On 14 June 2008, when the fire was finally ex-
tinguished, aerial surveys indicated that signif-
icant portions of the landscape were devoid of 
all vegetation and that most tree islands expe-
rienced topkill of all trees and were left with 
little or no standing live biomass.  Historically, 
lightning was the main source of fire ignition 
in the Everglades.  However, during the last 
century or so, fires have increased in frequency 
and intensity due to human manipulation of 
the landscape for land reclamation and re-
source extraction, as well as to carelessness 
(Hofstetter 1984).

Figure 2.  Mustang Corner Fire (2008) incident boundary within Everglades National Park, Florida, USA.
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The marl prairies of the Everglades are 
typified by shallow calcareous soils with fre-
quent exposures of limestone bedrock, high 
graminoid and herbaceous species diversity, 
and many tree islands (Loope and Urban 1980, 
Olmsted and Loope 1984, Hanan et al. 2010).  
The discontinuous annual period of inunda-
tion, hereafter referred to as “hydroperiod,” 
within this grassland ranges between two and 
seven months (Lockwood et al. 2003, Ross et 
al. 2006) and is controlled by intra- and inter-
annual variation in rainfall as well as water 
management decisions by the South Florida 
Water Management District and the United 
States Army Corps of Engineers.  These two 
agencies administer and regulate the timing 
and volume of water delivery and hydroperi-
ods within the Everglades by moving water 
through an extensive network of canals, levees, 
and water control structures, which have com-
partmentalized the current Everglades into dis-
tinct hydrologic units.

Remote Sensing

All tree islands (≥36 m2) within and up to 
500 m beyond the incident boundary of the 
Mustang Corner Fire (Figure 2) were identi-
fied, digitized, and populated into a geodata-
base using ESRI® ArcMapTM 9.3 (ESRI 2009).  
The basemap used for the identification of tree 
islands consisted of a set of 2004 1 m resolu-
tion color infrared (NIR, Red, and Green) im-
ages.  This image dataset corresponded to the 
regularly flown (about once every five to seven 
years) National Aerial Photography Program 
(NAPP) Digital Ortho Quarter Quadrangles 
(DOQQs).  The DOQQs were enhanced using 
a low pass 3 × 3 kernel filter and spectrally cal-
ibrated in ERDAS Imagine 9.3 (Erdas 2008) to 
ensure spectral consistency between images.

Following the image enhancing process, 
the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index 

(NDVI) was calculated for each DOQQ in 
ESRI® ArcMapTM 9.3.  The NDVI is consid-
ered an excellent predictor of photosynthetic 
activity or vigor and productivity within a 
landscape (Wang et al. 2003, Weiss et al. 2004, 
Warren and Metternicht 2005).  It has been 
used widely to estimate vegetation cover, leaf 
area index, and biomass among other vegeta-
tion canopy biophysical parameters (Weiss et 
al. 2004).  The NDVI is derived as follows: 

        (1)

where RNIR and Rred represent spectral reflec-
tance in the near-infrared (λ ~ 0.76 µm to 0.90 
µm) and red (λ ~ 0.62 µm to 0.74 µm ) portions 
of the electromagnetic spectrum, respectively. 

The resulting NDVI raster consisted of 
pixels for which values ranged between −1.0 
and +1.0 (Figure 3).  In general, positive NDVI 

Figure 3.  2004 Normalized Differenced Vegeta-
tion Index (NDVI) map used to identify and map 
tree islands within the boundary of the Mustang 
Corner Fire (2008), Everglades National Park, 
Florida, USA.
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values are associated with vegetated areas (e.
g., grasslands, forests, or agricultural fields), 
while values ≤0 are associated with non-vege-
tative surfaces like bare soil or water (Jackson 
and Huete 1991, Weiss et al. 2004).

Based on this general relationship and em-
pirical examination of all of the images, a 
minimum threshold NDVI value of 0.35 was 
chosen to characterize all tree islands within 
the study area.  Using this value as a cutoff, 
all raster pixels with an NDVI value <0.35 
were classified as marsh (i.e., 0) while those 
with values ≥0.35 were classified as tree is-
lands (i.e., 1).  The resulting binary rasters 
were mosaicked and clipped to include all ar-
eas within the Mustang Corner Fire and a buf-
fer of 500 m around it.  This product was then 
exported to a shapefile and the area of each 
tree island object was examined.  All tree is-
land objects of total area <36 m2 were reclas-
sified as marsh, since this size was the mini-
mum resolution that allowed tree island ob-
jects to be identified with a high degree of cer-
tainty in the 2004 imagery.  Next, the entire 
22 528 ha tree island-marsh mosaic was visu-
ally inspected in order to identify improperly 
classified tree island objects ≥36 m2 (e.g., ag-
ricultural fields, woody plants growing along 
roads, or sawgrass strands).  During this final 
QC/QA phase, tree island objects that exhibit-
ed gross boundary errors or other anomalies 
were manually edited. 

The post-fire status of tree islands was as-
sessed using color infrared aerial photographs 
taken in April 2009, nearly a year after the 
Mustang Corner Fire.  This image dataset con-
sisted of ~30 cm spatial resolution aerial imag-
ery taken with a Microsoft UltraCamX frame-
based digital camera as part of the Compre-
hensive Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP) 
Restoration Coordination and Verification 
(RECOVER) vegetation mapping project (RE-
COVER 2006). 

Using NDVI as an indicator of post-fire 
vegetation regrowth and cover, we created an 
NDVI raster using the 2009 CERP imagery 

and the pre-fire tree island boundaries as the 
analysis mask within the spatial analysis tool 
in ESRI® ArcMapTM 9.3.  Consequently, we 
only calculated NDVI for those pixels that fell 
within the pre-fire boundary and ignored all 
other regions (i.e., the marsh).

Spectral variability in airborne-acquired 
imagery, due to external conditions and chang-
es in technology, makes it difficult, if not im-
possible, to directly compare temporal differ-
ences in spectral indices such as NDVI.  As a 
result, a new tree island NDVI threshold value 
was determined empirically, for the 2009 im-
agery, by evaluating different NDVI ranges 
that best duplicated the pre-fire tree island 
shape created from the 2004 DOQQs for tree 
islands known to have been unaffected by the 
Mustang Corner Fire.  The new NDVI thresh-
old value for the post-fire tree island objects 
was determined to be 0.25 for all 2009 images.  
Pixels with NDVI values <0.25 were classified 
as non-vegetated or burned (i.e., 0), while pix-
els with NDVI values ≥0.25 were classified as 
vegetated or not burned (i.e., 1).  The resulting 
new raster was exported to a shapefile and the 
post-fire tree island area was calculated.

To assess the immediate impact of the 
Mustang Corner Fire, individual tree islands 
were classified based on their change in area 
between 2004 and 2009.  Those that had a total 
area decrease of <30 % were classified as un-
burned, otherwise they were considered to be 
burned.  The burned tree island class was fur-
ther subdivided into two subclasses.  Tree is-
lands that had total area decreases of between 
30% and 99 % were classified as burned with 
signs of recovery, while tree islands with 
100% loss of tree island area were classified 
as burned with no signs of recovery.

Three-year (2011) post-fire recovery was 
determined by exporting the burned with no 
signs of recovery classified tree islands (i.e., 
those tree islands that burned in the fire but 
showed no signs of recovery one year later) 
into a Google Earth kml file (Google, Inc. 
2012a).  The kml file was then opened in 
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Google Earth v6.1 (Google, Inc. 2012b) and 
the spectral signature for each of these islands 
was reevaluated visually and reclassified as 
burned with signs of recovery if there was any 
sign of greenness or vegetative regeneration 
within the tree island boundary.  The date of 
the Google Earth imagery used was 26 March 
2011.

Data Analysis

For each tree island, we calculated the fol-
lowing tree independent variables: water table, 
hydroperiod, and tree island size. 

Water table represented the elevation of the 
water table relative to the ground surface of 
the marsh (i.e., the difference between the 
marsh water surface elevation and the ground 
elevation), in meters, on 17 May 2008, three 
days after fire ignition.  The depth of the water 
table on 17 May 2008 was available from the 
Everglades Depth Estimation Network (EDEN 
2008), which estimates water depth throughout 
the freshwater Everglades from stage data at a 
network of water level recorders and ground 
elevation from the USGS Digital Elevation 
Model (EDEN 2008).  We included water table 
as a predictor in our analyses on the assump-
tion that the higher the water table near a tree 
island, the less likely it was to burn, because 
elevated soil moisture in both marsh and tree 
island would likely impede the advance of fire 
through the island (Craighead 1984).

Hydroperiod represented the discontinuous 
number of days in a year that an area is inun-
dated (>0 cm).  This variable was calculated 
by using the EDEN network data (EDEN 
2008) for a one year period between 17 May 
2008 and 16 May 2009.  Our assumption for 
hydroperiod was that burned tree islands in 
persistently flooded areas would show little to 
no recovery when compared to burned tree is-
lands in non-flooded areas, because post-fire 
flooding would hinder post-fire macrophyte 
germination and regrowth by inhibiting root 
growth as well as shoot and leaf development 

(Kirkman and Sharitz 1994, White 1994, Ko-
zlowski 1997, Snyder and Hilton 2012).

Tree island size represented the area of 
each tree island.  We expected that the size of a 
tree island might affect both the probability of 
burning and recovery, (i.e., larger tree islands 
might be less likely to burn completely be-
cause of the buffering effects that dense, moist, 
broad-leaved vegetation has on fire behavior 
and fuel consumption [Pyne et al. 1996, Sah et 
al. 2006]).  In these islands, the spatial hetero-
geneity in vegetation moisture, cover, and den-
sity could lead to a heterogeneous fire effect 
with many unburned areas within the tree is-
land (Olmsted and Loope 1984).  In contrast, 
small tree islands are more likely to experience 
high fire severity.  Tree island size might also 
influence post-fire recovery.  Rapid regrowth 
should occur on larger burned tree islands, 
since recovery might be enhanced by the re-
sources from within the tree island itself, (e.g., 
root sprouts, locally-derived propagules, and 
offshoots from surviving trees [Robertson 
1953]), rather than external seed sources, 
which would be more typical of smaller tree 
islands.  Tree island size was normalized using 
a natural log (ln) transformation.

The probabilities of a tree island burning 
(H1) or recovering (H2) following the Mus-
tang Corner Fire were analyzed through multi-
ple logistic regressions implemented in the 
“glm” function in the R statistical package ver. 
2.13.1 (R Development Core Team 2011).  
This type of regression analysis utilizes one or 
more predictor variables to calculate the oc-
currence probability of a binary event, in this 
case tree island post-fire burned status (not 
burned vs. burned) and recovery (recovering 
vs. no recovery), by fitting a logistic function 
to observed conditions.  In this type of regres-
sion analysis, an automated model selection 
procedure (stepwise regression) that selects a 
subset of the best predictors is commonly used.  
However, acknowledging the limitations of 
stepwise regression (Whittingham et al. 2006), 
we used an alternative approach, in which we 
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developed models with all possible subsets of 
potential predictors.  We ranked the models 
based on the Akaike Information Criterion 
(AIC), and tested for significant differences 
between each pair of models using a χ2 test 
with one degree of freedom on their residual 
deviance (i.e., the difference between null and 
model deviance).  The model that had the low-
est AIC and differed significantly from all oth-
er models was selected.  We used the Wald χ2

test statistic to assess the significance or im-
portance of the predictor variables or parame-
ters within the model.  The best predictive 
model for post-fire tree island burned status 
(H1) (i.e., not burned vs. burned) was:

(2)

where P(m) is the probability of a tree island 
burning during a fire as a function of water ta-
ble (WT) and tree island size (A).  For the post-
fire burned tree island recovery probability 
(H2) (i.e., not recovering vs. recovering), the 
best model was:

(3)

where P(m) is the probability of a tree island 
that completely burned showing signs of re-
covery three years after fire as a function of 
tree island size (A) and hydroperiod (HP).

Furthermore, we used a collinearity diag-
nostic procedure, the variance inflation factor 
(VIF), to examine collinearity or correlation 
between the independent variables (water ta-
ble, hydroperiod, and tree island size).  The 
VIF values calculated for both models (1.32 
and 1.10) were far below the value (2.5) above 
which collinearity is considered problematic in 
multiple logistic regression analysis (Allison 
1999). 

resUlTs

Tree Island Demography and 
Spatial Patterning

No more than 7412 tree islands of varying 
sizes and shapes were identified and mapped 
within the perimeter of the Mustang Corner 
Fire.  The total tree island area mapped was 
430 ha, or about 2.7 % of the total area affected 
by the fire.  Median and mean tree island size 
was approximately 281 m2 and 580 m2, respec-
tively, and ranged from 36 m2, the minimum 
mapping unit (mmu), to a maximum of 63 827 
m2 (~6.4 ha).  Tree islands <1000 m2 (0.1 ha) in 
size accounted for approximately 86 % of the 
total number of tree islands mapped, but only 
about 44 % of the total tree island area within 
the fire perimeter (Figure 4).  In contrast, large 
tree islands, those >10 000 m2 (1.0 ha), ac-
counted for approximately 0.3 % of the total 
number of tree islands mapped and represented 
approximately 8 % of the total tree island area 
mapped (Figure 4).  Expressed as a kernel den-
sity function, tree island density ranged from 
zero to three tree islands per hectare, represent-
ing a heterogeneous landscape with highest tree 
island densities concentrated within an NNE-
SSW strip midway across the area (Figure 5).

Hydrology

Hydrologic conditions in the marsh at the 
time of ignition in mid May, the typical 
changeover from dry to wet season in south 
Florida, were exceptionally dry following a 30 
day period that saw no substantial precipita-
tion.  On average, the water table at fire incep-
tion was −0.647 m ± 0.007 m (S.E.) from the 
surface of the marsh and ranged from −1.844 
m to 0.292 m within the study area.  These val-
ues indicate that there was little or no standing 
water in most of the area at the time of fire ig-
nition (Figure 6).  The post-fire hydroperiod in 
the marsh during the first year averaged 129 
days and ranged between 0 days and 326 days. 
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Post-Fire Tree Island Burn Status 
and Recovery

Of the tree islands identified within the 
Mustang Corner Fire boundary, 88 % (6518) 
were classified as having totally or partially 
burned as a result of the fire (Figure 7).  As ex-
pected, the probability of a tree island burning 
was negatively correlated to water table and 
tree island size (Table 1).  Not surprisingly, the 
position of the water table at the time of the 
Mustang Corner Fire appears to be the major 
factor determining whether a tree island burned 
(i.e., the probability of a tree island burning in-
creased as the distance between the tree island 
surface and water table position increased).  On 

Figure 5.  Tree island kernel density map (2004) 
showing the distribution of tree islands within the 
marl-prairie grasslands of the Everglades.  A total 
of 7412 tree island are mapped within the bound-
ary (16 250 ha) of the Mustang Corner Fire (2008).

Figure 6.  Mean marsh water table elevation with-
in the Mustang Corner Fire incident boundary on 
17 May 2008, three days after fire ignition.

Figure 4.  Frequency of tree islands (A) and cumu-
lative area (B) by size classes within the Mustang 
Corner Fire incident boundary (2008), Everglades 
National Park, Florida, USA.

B

a
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average, the marsh water table elevation was 
approximately 30 cm higher near non-burned 
tree islands (−0.665 m ± 0.009 m) than burned 
tree islands (−0.943 m ± 0.002 m).  The size of 
the tree island, while significant, was less im-
portant than water table in predicting tree is-
land burned status (Table 1). 

Seventy-six percent (4933) of all tree is-
lands that burned showed some early signs of 
recovery during the first year (2009).  Howev-
er, even three years after the fire (2011), about 
4% of all the tree islands that initially burned 
showed no signs of recovery (Figure 8).  To 
our surprise, tree island size, not hydroperiod, 
was the strongest predictor of post-fire tree is-
land recovery (Table 2).  The likelihood of 

post-fire recovery was positively affected by 
tree island size but negatively affected by hy-
droperiod.  Post-fire recovering tree islands 
were, on average, several hundred square me-
ters larger than non-recovering tree islands, 
600 m2 vs. 100 m2, respectively, while mean 
marsh hydroperiods were 31 days longer on 
tree islands with no signs of recovery (153 
days) than on tree islands showings signs of 
recovery (122 days).

disCUssion

Our analysis of the effects of the Mustang 
Corner Fire on tree islands revealed a direct 
relationship between pre- and post-fire hydrol-
ogy and the probabilities of burning and recov-
ery.  More specifically, the multiple logistic re-
gression models indicate that the elevation of 
the marsh water table at the time of a fire was 
the most important parameter in determining 
whether a tree island burned or not (Table 1), 
and that tree island size and post-fire hydrope-
riod both influenced the post-fire recovery of 
marl prairie tree islands (Table 2).

Both multiple logistic regression models 
provide a framework by which resource man-
agers and ecologists can assess and determine 
the potential risk that a fire could have on tree 
islands within the marl prairies of the Ever-
glades by examining three easily derivable 
variables (i.e., pre-fire water table, post-fire 
hydroperiod, and tree island size).  Water table 
elevation and post-fire hydroperiod can both 
be manipulated, to some extent, by resource 
managers, and knowledge of their interactions 
with fire can be used to formulate and imple-

Figure 7.  One year (2009) post-fire status of tree 
islands following the 2008 Mustang Corner Fire.

Variable Coefficient (ß) S.E. Wald statistic Significance Exp (ß)
Intercept −0.696 0.276 6.371 <0.001 0.499
Water table (m) −5.228 0.198 693.871 <0.001 0.005
Tree island ln (area, ha) −0.209 0.042 24.812 <0.001 0.812

Table 1.  Coefficients of the multiple logistic regression of tree island post-fire burned status (2008), not 
burned vs. burned.
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ment fire management plans.  A hypothetical 
fire management plan could include a schedule 
of the rate, volume, and timing of water need-
ed for delivery into a region to quickly raise 
the water table to a level that either prevents a 
fire from occurring or diminishes its overall ef-
fect on the landscape once ignited.  Managers, 
however, need to be careful in implementing 
such a plan because of possible adverse reper-
cussions.  For example, if the rate and volume 
of water used to manage the fire leads to the 
post-fire flooding of burned tree islands, man-
agers might find that their efforts to mitigate 
the effects of a fire and protect tree islands 

could result in the inability of burned tree is-
lands to recover because they became flooded 
immediately after the fire and post-fire regen-
eration was inhibited. 

Within the fire boundary, we observed a 30 
cm difference in mean marsh water table depth 
between unburned (−0.665 m) and burned 
(−0.943 m) tree islands at the time of the fire.  
This finding is consistent with that of Craig-
head (1984) who found that water table depths 
greater than −0.60 m tended to exclude fires 
from hardwood hammocks while values less 
than −0.60 m led to severe hardwood ham-
mock fires.  Craighead’s (1984) observations, 
while representative of large well-developed 
hardwood hammocks embedded in a pine for-
est matrix, parallel our findings on the impor-
tance of pre-fire hydrologic conditions in de-
termining post-fire effects on marl prairie tree 
islands within the Everglades.

In contrast, Snyder and Hilton (2012) not-
ed that in marl prairies that flooded immedi-
ately after burning, the mortality of Morella 
cerifera (Linnaeus) Small, a shrub common to 
Everglades tree islands, was significantly high-
er than in prairies in which post-fire flooding 
was delayed by several weeks.  Snyder and 
Hilton (2012) attributed the increase in the 
mortality of M. cerifera within flooded prairies 
to flooding-induced anoxia of belowground 
parts, which prevented the top-killed M. cer-
ifera shrubs from resprouting.  Our post-fire 
observations of tree island fire effects follow-
ing flooding suggest that the relationship be-
tween post-fire flooding and post-fire woody 
plant mortality is not just limited to individual 

Figure 8.  Three-year (2011) post-fire mosaic of 
tree islands successional state following the 2008 
Mustang Corner Fire.

Variable Coefficient (ß) S.E. Wald statistic Significance Exp (ß)
Intercept −3.146 0.445 12.576 <0.001 0.043
Tree island ln (area, ha) 1.466 0.092 207.492 <0.001 4.330
Hydroperiod (day) −0.007 0.001 36.651 <0.001 0.993

Table 2.  Coefficients of the multiple logistic regression of tree island post-fire recovery status (2011), not 
recovering vs. recovering.
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woody stems within a landscape, as Snyder 
and Hilton (2012) documented, but to tree is-
lands, as well.

The difference in post-fire hydroperiod in 
the marsh between recovering and non-recov-
ering tree islands was approximately one 
month.  Slightly higher hydroperiods appear to 
have created anoxic conditions at the root base 
of surviving top-killed trees that 1) hindered 
the regrowth and development of root systems 
damaged in the fire, and 2) prevented resprout-
ing from basal or root apical meristems.  Con-
sequently, recovery has been slow or absent on 
tree islands affected by post-fire flooding and 
extended hydroperiods.  On the few tree is-
lands where limited recovery was observed, 
the recovery was marked by the presence of 
flood-tolerant graminoids, sedges, and ferns, 
as well as by perennial woody shrubs with no 
regrowth of the woody vegetation that once 
proliferated and defined these tree islands (Fig-
ure 9).  The combined interactions of fire and 
flooding have resulted in a regime shift to-
wards a more marsh-like community (Figure 
9).  As a result, it is very difficult to continue 
thinking of these burned tree islands as “tree 
islands” since they no longer support any trees 
and fail to provide the same ecological func-
tion commonly associated with tree islands (e.
g., nutrient cycling or roosting and foraging 
habitat for animals).  However, assuming suc-
cessional processes are allowed to proceed 
with little or no interference, and the core en-
vironmental conditions (i.e., soil depth and 
surface elevation) within these former tree is-
lands remains intact, these highly degraded 
tree islands might eventually succeed back into 
a healthy, ecologically functioning tree island.  
The temporal scale associated with such recov-
ery is currently unknown but it is likely to take 
several decades (Loope and Urban 1980), if 
not longer.  The many rock platforms or skele-
ton islands (Figure 1) that are present within 
this landscape bear testament to the ultimate 
fate of many of these burned tree islands.

Based on our remote sensing observations, 
it appears that large tree islands tend to recover 

much faster than smaller islands after fire.  
While we collected no environmental data to 
explore this relationship, it is likely that the 

Figure 9.  Photographs of a small but typical tree 
island found within the Mustang Corner Fire 
boundary: (A) 27 months pre-fire, (B) one month 
post-fire, and (C) 43 months post-fire.  Note the 
loss of trees and the abundance of herbaceous and 
graminoid species before and after fire.

a

B

C
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spatial heterogeneity in soil moisture, fuel 
load, and vegetation that one would expect to 
find in larger tree islands (Olmsted and Loope 
1984), as well as a higher diversity of species 
with unique fire and hydrologic tolerances, is 
likely to result in many unburned or minimally 
impacted microsites within larger tree islands.  
Consequently, larger tree islands have a better 
chance than smaller islands of mitigating fire 
effects by self-recruiting new stems from a lo-
cal cache of surviving trees or root sprouts.  
On small islands, fire effects are likely to be 
more homogenous and severe, and the recruit-
ment of new stems will be more dependent on 
external seed sources from unburned neighbor-
ing tree islands.  As a result, post-fire recovery 
in these smaller tree islands is likely to be slow 
and dominated by short-lived herbs, ferns, and 
tree species (e.g., Pteridium aquilinum [L.] 
Kuhn var. caudatum [L.] Sadeb., Trema mi-
crathum [L.] Blume, Baccharis spp., Solanum 
erianthum D. Don, and Carica papaya L.) 
(Loope and Urban 1980, Olmsted and Loope 
1984).  Furthermore, recovery on these smaller 
tree islands is likely to be slow and hampered 
by additional perturbation events, which could 
lead to further degradation, and the potential 
colonization of invasive-exotic species like 
Schinus terebinthifolius Raddi (Brazilian pep-

per), Melaleuca quinquenervia (Cav.) S.T. 
Blake (punktree), and Casuarina spp. (Austra-
lian pine; Loope and Urban 1980).

ConClUsion

Within the marl prairie grasslands of the 
Everglades, the combined effects of fire and 
hydrology can lead to significant shifts in tree 
island composition, structure, and function.  
Depending on soil moisture (i.e., the elevation 
of the water table), fire severity, and post-fire 
hydroperiods, these effects can vary spatially 
and temporally throughout the landscape, 
pushing tree island ecosystems from one state 
(forested) to another (unvegetated, or covered 
by herbaceous vegetation).  Furthermore, fre-
quent fire under drought conditions may exac-
erbate soil loss within tree islands, leading to 
lower tree island elevations and thus making 
tree islands much more susceptible to the ef-
fects of post-fire flooding, (e.g., soil anoxia, 
which may inhibit or prevent the re-sprouting 
of top-killed trees from basal or root apical 
meristems).  This negative feedback mecha-
nism may ultimately contribute to the degrada-
tion, contraction, and permanent alteration of 
tree islands under frequent and severe pertur-
bation cycles.
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